Possible impact of hemodynamic factors on the development of recurrent reflux in primary varicose veins.
Definition of reflux as a centrifugal flow within an incompetent vein connecting both poles of the ambulatory pressure gradient and causing ambulatory venous hypertension is presented. Recurrent reflux occurs also after correctly performed crossectomy and stripping. Growth of new vessels (neo-angiogenesis) or dilatation of pre-existing venous channels (vascular remodelling) has been claimed to be the main cause of recurrences in these instances. Attempts to blockade the development of recurrent reflux in the groin by inserting mechanical barriers over the ligated saphenofemoral junction failed to prevent recurrences. The synergistic effect of two hemodynamic factors - pressure difference between the femoral vein and the saphenous remnant in the thigh on one side, and the propensity to restore centrifugal flow on the other side - may play a crucial role in the development of recurrent reflux. Pressure gradient apparently triggers the event. Restoration of centrifugal flow might be the pre-programmed phenomenon that improves compromised blood supply in arterial occlusions, but evokes recurrent reflux in incompetent superficial veins. In this way, it can be explained why recurrent reflux can occur after any therapeutic procedure.